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Back to our roots...TNR
Forgotten Felines, Inc. (a 501-(3)(c)
non-profit charitable organization) was
created by a handful of dedicated
citizens who saw a need in the
community to address the concerns of
feral cats, who were otherwise ignored
by other rescue agencies. Forgotten
Felines uses the principals found in

tried and true methods of TNR (trap/
neuter/release) to manage the feral cat
populations in Huntsville, Madison
County and surrounding areas. There
are many benefits of TNR to the
community and animals that live within
it’s borders. In this newsletter we will
address the basics of TNR and feral

cats; if you are interested in learning
more or becoming active in practicing
TNR principles with us, please send us
an email to
forgottenfelineshsv@yahoo.com and
we will be glad to provide you with
information and opportunities to put
that education to use.

What is a feral cat?
A feral cat is not socialized to humans; they are typically fearful of contact.
What is TNR and why does it work?
TNR stands for Trap/Neuter/Release. We use this method to manage cat reproduction among feral cat colonies. No more
kittens. The population stabilizes and their lives are improved. The behaviors and stresses associated with mating, such as
yowling or fighting, stop. The cats are vaccinated before being returned to their outdoor home. Not only does Trap-NeuterReturn make good sense, it is also a responsible, humane method of care for outdoor cats. A TNR cat will have it’s left ear
‘tipped’ (a universal identification marker among rescue groups in the US).
Catch and kill doesn’t work.
Animal control’s endless, cruel cycle is extremely costly to taxpayers. Cats choose to reside in locations for two reasons:
there is a food source—(intended or not)—and shelter. When cats are removed from a location, survivors breed to capacity
or new cats move in. This vacuum effect is well documented.
Basic care for feral cats can involve the following:
(1) Conduct ongoing TNR as needed
(2) Provide food and water
(3) Provide shelter
(4) Monitor members of the colony and provide ongoing health care
(5) Help cats and people co-exist...educate friends and family
(6) Plan for back-up colony care when you are unable
A feeding station should be kept clean and
tidy and out of sight as much as possible.
Food and water should be changed on a
daily basis. It can be made of plastic bins or
a basic wooden structure.

An un-spayed female cat, her mate and all of
their offspring, producing 2 litters per year, with
2.8 surviving kittens per litter can total:
1 year: 12
2 years: 67
3 years: 376
4 years: 2,107
5 years: 11,801
6 years: 66,088
7 years: 370,092
8 years: 2,072,514
9 years: 11,606,077

Forgotten Felines is dedicated and passionate about TNR practices in our community...it is the
cornerstone of our mission and purpose. We are improving the quality of life for cats...feral and
domestic alike!!	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Information taken from alleycat.org

‘Purrfect’ Cats Available for Adoption:
These are a just a few of our beautiful cats who are waiting for their new forever homes. All Forgotten Felines cats are
spayed/neutered and are current on their shots and tests.
	

	

	

	


Visit us at PetSmart Jones Valley...our Adoption Center Hours are:
	

Friday:	

	

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
	

Saturday: 	

Noon - 5:00 PM
	

Sunday:	

Noon - 5:00 PM

For more beautiful kitties visit our website at
forgottenfelinesff.petfinder.com
Quincy was born (4/4/09) to a feral mom who lived in a controlled
colony maintained by FF. Quincy is fun, loving and affectionate!! He
LOVES to play and seeks out human companionship for some love and
petting. He is so well-mannered and laid back. For such a young man he
is truly a gentleman.
He gets along well with other cats and is getting used to dogs, as their
foster home has five large ones...so, if you have a well mannered, cat
tolerant dog, Quincy should do fine in time.
For more information on this wonderful boy, please contact his Foster
Mother, Michelle at 256-837-4627 (H), 256-520-2517 (C) or
mikenshelli@knology.net.

QUINCY

Trapper is a great domestic shorthair grey and white male cat...we guesstimate
him to have been born in Summer/Fall 2007.
Trapper is a bit shy when first meeting new people, but he easily overcomes his
‘fear’ when you bring out all his favorite toys. He loves the sound of crinkle
balls...he becomes alert, with ears twitching in anticipation of the chase. He also
seems to favor the feather wand.
Trapper is a super sweet and loving boy...he enjoys having his head and neck
rubbed and rolling on the ground in total ecstasy. He loves to give and receive
attention from his people. Well mannered, even tempered, carefree are just
some of the words we like to use when talking about him. He is a great cat
looking for his forever home...are you looking for a new family member?
Trapper is neutered and is current on all his shots and tests. For more
information, contact Trapper's Foster Mom, Laurie at catmom@knology.net or
256-721-7044.

KURTIS

KELLIE

TRAPPER

Kurtis is a beautifully marked Orange Tabby...he was born in
September 2008. Kellie is lovely brown tabby born around
January 2008.
Like most boys his age, Kurtis is playful and energetic...he loves his
feather toys and his laser light. He is good about using his
scratching posts and appreciates being told he is a "good boy"
when he does. He can be a bit shy when coming into a new
situation but he is easily won over with play and patience.
Kellie is very playful and loves to be petted and loved on...in time,
and with patience and consistent love and affection...she may
become a wonderful lap cat. She really is very laid back and just
has a sweetness about her. Kellie and her son, Kurtis, really need
to be adopted together. They have never been apart from each
other and they share a wonderful bond between them. Mom still
dotes on her son, from time to time and they offer each other a
comfort no one can.
For more information on this precious pair, please contact Debbie
at 256-864-2993, 256-656-7197 or maringrl@aol.com.

Cats requiring expensive medical procedures:
Donations can be made through PayPal, available on our website at forgottenfelinesff.petfinder.com or by mailing a check to
Forgotten Felines, PO Box 4506, Huntsville, AL 35815. Don’t forget to tell us who your donation is going to help...

UPDATE:
Oswald (DOB 2003) has had 2
surgeries for Entropion, (where the
eyelid, usually the lower lid, folds
inward) in May and June. He is
doing well and his recovery has
been phenomenal. We are still
collecting money to cover the
complete cost of the surgery but
our goal has been reduced.
We would like to thank Ms. Eve
MacCone for her most generous
and kind gift.
Cost of surgery is $400.
For more information, contact
Gayle at 256-461-8764.
Oswald is available for
adoption!!

Sarah and Dan Davis would like to
thank Mr. Richard Cramer for his
most generous donation to
Opal...THANK YOU RICHARD!!

Woody (DOB 2002/2003) Last summer a couple
of orange tabbies made their way out of the
woods. One of them was Woody. He had long
gashes on his back legs and 2 long gashes under
his right eye. He was already fixed, wearing a
nasty flea collar; he was very hungry and his right
pupil was completely dilated. He is guesstimated
to be about 7/8 years old; he was neutered. An
eye specialist was unable to determine the cause
of dilated pupil without a costly MRI. It is possibly
from a head injury or it could be disease. Woody
is extremely friendly and loves to eat and be
brushed. He is a very kind and sweet soul!!
Estimated cost $500
For more information, contact Laura at
256-206-2989.

(All donations are tax deductible and greatly appreciated!!)
*if the amount of funds collected for one cat are exceeded, the overage will be applied toward another cat that needs expensive
medical treatment

Princess
Princess was featured in our last
newsletter under the Happy Tails
section.
On July 1, 2010, Princess passed away.
She was a beautiful senior citizen of 17.
Nathan Wienhoff adopted her about a
year ago and allowed this precious soul
to live out her golden years with love,
respect and safety.
Our hearts are heavy for Nathan over
Princess’s loss; but we thank him and
appreciate all he did to make her last year
on earth the best it could have been!

‘P U R R FEC T ’ CAT ADVICE
An indoor cat's life can be enhanced by ensuring six basic needs
By Lorrie Shaw
Jun 25, 2010
Sometimes, understanding the needs of an indoor cat can be challenging.
The environment that a feline is provided greatly influences their behavior and overall well-being, and most veterinary
professionals will attest to the fact that indoor cats live longer and have healthier lives.
It's quite possible to create a stimulating environment for your cats, first by ensuring that six basic needs are met:
personal space, water and food bowls, a bed, scratching and climbing posts, litter box and enrichment toys.
You might be wondering: Personal space? Cats like to have private little places to chill out and rest where they won't be
bothered, just like we do. Most often, cats will let you know where they prefer to plant themselves. Cats like to perch up
high (they feel safest this way), and they love to look outdoors. Cat trees are a great thing to invest in, but the back of a
couch overlooking a window works great. For a bed, there are many on the market, and they're washable.
Aside from their usual spots, cats need a place to hide out when there are events happening, like when you are
entertaining company. Remodeling your home? Consider the impact of having strangers in the house, making all sorts of
awful, unfamiliar noise. Situations like these can be stressful—so thinking ahead and instituting a plan of action is smart.
Food and water bowls are pretty self-explanatory, but the type of bowl is integral as is the shape. A cat's whiskers are very
sensitive.They are used to help them sense their surroundings. Because of the sensitivity of the whiskers, cats need a food
dish that is shallow (1.5 inches deep) and at least five inches across. Ditto for water bowls. Felines don't like to have their
whiskers touching the bowl as they dine or drink.
One thing that I hear frequently: "Cats are fairly independent; they pretty much take care of themselves." That statement
couldn't be more wrong. I'm not sure why some have this idea; perhaps it's because cats don't need to be given potty
breaks outdoors like dogs do, or that dogs just seem to demand one's attention differently.
Cats need interaction with people. Interactive playtime, cuddling, talking, games—they are all integral. Cat toys of all kinds
are great—identifying your cats' prey preferences can help them channel some of that energy—or motivate your furry
friend to expend a few of those extra calories that have been stored up!
Drs. Paula Rode, DVM, and Amanda Critchfield, DVM, offered a great resource put together by Ohio State University's
College of Veterinary Medicine in a comprehensive website, called the Indoor Cat Initiative, to help address cat owners'
questions. Additionally, Gwen Bohnenkamp's book, "From The Cat's Point of View," is a great read for new cat owners, and
her website is an amazing resource for understanding cats.
With the right information, you can proceed confidently with implementing new ways to enrich your favorite feline's life
indoor experience.
Lorrie Shaw is a pet blogger, a regular contributor to AnnArbor.com and owner of Professional Pet Sitting. She has extensive experience
with animals including dogs, amphibians, exotic birds and cats, and is always interested in learning new concepts in animal behavior
and health. Contact her via e-mail at ppsa2mi@gmail.com

Zoe, available for
adoption, playing with
feathers.

Leo, former Maroon
Foster, on his new
cat furniture

HAPPY TAILS...this is why we do it!!
Zoe (formerly Bubbles):
“ It took her a little while to get used to her
new siblings, especially the other cats, but
they are doing ok now. She is much more
confident now than she was when we first
brought her home. Our youngest cat,
Sebastian, likes to pounce and chase, and
Zoe isn't quite sure she likes that. She is
warming up little by little. During the day,
she plays with her toys, chases the laser,
looks out the window, keeps an eye on the
dog and the other two cats, explores under
the furniture, and sleeps on the couch next
to me. At night, she usually sleeps in the
"cat room" with the other cats where their
beds and food and litter boxes are. She's
been a very sweet cat and loves people, loves
to be petted and to cuddle on the couch.
Hopefully she will continue to get along
better and better with the other cats as time
goes by. I've attached a few pictures of her
Howie:
“Just thought I would give a short Christmas
update on Howie as he’s been with us about
5 months now.
When we’re all asleep, Howie and kitty
brother, Harland have taken to prowling the
house together and playing. (Although
Harland seems to be disgruntled his attempt
at exuding authority has failed with Howie).
He is now best buddies with the dogs. He
walks up to them and gives them kisses and
head noogies, tho he certainly bosses them
around. He’s not scared by the dog, they’re
friends now, but the dog annoys him when
she’s TOO frisky. If he could roll his eyes,
that would be a semi-permanent expression
for the cat.
The other dog, Beta, is quite calm (read: lazy)
and Howie is obsessed with cleaning her
ears. Beta thinks Howie is an angel, and
thoroughly enjoys her cleanings
He’s also obsessed with Q-tips for some odd
reason, and there is now a ritual that after a
morning shower (during which Howie stands

on the couch (her favorite place) and looking
out the window with the other cats (her
second favorite place). She's also a great
foot-warmer! : ) We are so happy to have
her; thank you so much for all your hard
work taking care of her and getting her
ready for her forever home. We'll be happy
to send more pictures or updates whenever
you like; just let us know!
Thanks,
Katie”
* Bubbles was born with eyelid
agenesis and required surgery to
prevent further damage to her eyes.
Her foster mother always joked that
her adoptive parents would need to
‘walk on water.” I guess miracles do
happen!!

guard on the vanity), one MUST supply him
with a fresh Q-tip (all of which seem to be
hidden in closets, under rugs, etc. – I’ll be
finding those things in the weirdest places
hopefully for many long years!) As a matter
of fact, he goes through so many I’ve got a
huge box for his stocking this year, all his
own.
Howie’s new life seems to agree with him
immensely, as he’s a very happy little kitty.
We hosted Thanksgiving this year, and he is
quite sociable in a large group of people.
Fearless and friendly (and hunting turkey, of
course…) He is a fantastic little fur friend,
and we couldn’t imagine not having him.

ZOE ON THE COUCH

ZOE AND SIBL IN GS

HOWIE, HARLAND & M AIA

Hope you and yours have a wonderful
holiday season!
~ Julie”
* Howie was adopted after his
family lost their beloved black cat
Pongo to kidney failure; his listing
on petfinder.com lead to his
adoption with a great family!

HOWIE, KING O F HIS
LITTLE UNIVERSE!

SAY CH E E S E !!
CHARGED UP FOR CHANGE!
EXPO AT UA HUNTSVILLE
MARCH 31, 2010
HIGHLIGHTING THE WORK OF
INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS MAKING
POSITIVE LOCAL AND GLOBAL
CHANGE IN THE COMMUNITY; THE
PURPOSE OF THE EVENT WAS TO
ENCOURAGE STUDENTS AND OTHERS
WHO VISITED THE EXPO TO SEE
HOW THEY MIGHT GET INVOLVED IN
MANY OF THE ACTIVITIES IN OUR
COMMUNITY.

Laurie Bergh at UAH’s Charged Up For
Change Expo, March 2010

ADMISSION WAS FREE AND THE
EVENT WAS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

Laurie Bergh with Lyndsey
Torok, (FF Volunteer and Event
Coordinator)
Laurie Bergh & Brian Weems,
Getting Plates Prepared!!

Chele Hinds, Leanda Crawford, Laurie
Bergh, Debbie Brabo & Mary Vereen

FORGOTTEN FELINES BREAKFASTS
2010

UPCOMING FF BREAKFASTS
JULY 17, 2010
AUGUST 7, 2010
NOVEMBER 6, 2010
APPLEBEE’S SOUTH PARKWAY
(TALBOTS SHOPPING CENTER)

7:00 AM - 9:30 AM

EGGS, PANCAKES, SAUSAGE, COFFEE,
JUICE, SODA...ALL FOR $5!!
SERVED WITH A SMILE BY OUR
WONDERFUL FF VOLUNTEERS!!
COME JOIN US FOR OUR OTHER SCHEDULED
BREAKFASTS, BUY A RAFFLE TICKET AND COME HOME
WITH A FULL STOMACH AND GREAT RAFFLE ITEM.

PHOTOS FROM THIS PAST YEAR
PROVIDENCE ART MARKET - OCTOBER 2009
INVITED TO ATTEND BY LOCAL ARTIST AND HUNTSVILLE ART
LEAGUE PRESIDENT, TRACEY ALLYN GREENE...WHO NOT ONLY
SUPPORTS FF BUT HAS ADOPTED A FEW OF OUR RESCUES!!
MANNED BY KATHY AND BILL BARRON, LINDA HICKAM AND
SUZANNE GLOVER...SPREADING THE WORD ABOUT FORGOTTEN
FELINES AND EDUCATING THE PUBLIC, ALL WHILE ENJOYING
A BEAUTIFUL DAY AND GREAT PEOPLE!

Kathy Barron and the FF Display Board

Tracey Allyn Greene’s Booth Next to FF

PETSMART JONES VALLEY NOVEMBER 14, 2009
KATHY AND BILL BARRON, ALONG WITH LAURIE
BERGH, SET UP SHOP OUTSIDE OF PETSMART
JONES VALLEY ONE BEAUTIFUL FALL DAY. THEY
SOLD FLEECE BLANKETS, CAROB COATED DOG
BISCUITS, AND FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS ALL
MADE BY LAURIE. LOCAL ARTIST TRACEY ALLYN
GREENE DONATED HER ART MUGS FOR US TO
SELL AND WE FILLED THEM WILL HOT COCOA
AND BISCOTTI. RAFFLE TICKETS WERE SOLD
AND DONATIONS COLLECTED.
WE WOULD LOVE TO DO THIS MORE OFTEN...ANYONE
WANT TO VOLUNTEER?? IF INTERESTED, SEND US AN
EMAIL TO FORGOTTENFELINESHSV@YAHOO.COM

Bill and Kathy Barron with Laurie Bergh

WAYS TO SUPPORT US...
Yahoo! - so you get proven
results. The money
GoodSearch donates to
Forgotten Felines comes from
it’s advertisers - we the users
do not spend a dime!!

www.iGive.com
If you could give Forgotten
Felines up to 26% of the money
you spend every time you
shop, with no extra cost to
you, would you do it?
I thought you would. And that’s
exactly what happens when you
join the online community
called iGive.com.
It doesn’t cost a cent to join
and once you’re a member,
every time you shop through
the iGive.com Mall, our
organization receives a
percentage of each purchase.
Just think of it –– free money
for Forgotten Felines, your
choice of over 680 nationally
known online merchants like
Barnes & Noble, Staples, Lands’
End and PetSmart, your privacy
guaranteed, plus money-saving
deals and specials every day!

GoodSearch has expanded to
include GoodShop, an online
shopping mall of merchants.
Each purchase made via the
GoodShop Mall results in
donations to Forgotten Felines
- averaging approximately 3% of
the sale but going up to 20% or
more.
• It has been suggested that
one could shop for Gift Cards
to your favorite stores
through organizations like
iGive.com and
GoodShop.com, and then use
them locally. This way the
money you would normally
spend at Walmart, Target, or
PetSmart can earn Forgotten
Felines needed funds and it
costs you no more than you
would have spent.
• If you can’t find what you are
looking for on one
site...check out the other...it
really doesn’t matter which
site you support...just select
Forgotten Felines (Huntsville)
and support us ; )

on your own and have a
percentage donated to FF.
What a fantastic way to clean
out your closets and help
homeless cats in our area!!

Forgotten Felines Barn
Placement & Relocation
Program
If you own a barn, you probably
have unwanted rodents and
other vermin. Our feral
relocation program may be just
the solution you have been
looking for!! Email us for more
information if you are
interested at
forgottenfelineshsv@yahoo.com

Forgotten Felines TShirts!!
For a donation of $15, you can
help spread the word and
support FF cats in our own
backyard. You can purchase
them at our PetSmart Jones
Valley Adoption Center (during
adoption hours) or by emailing
us at
forgottenfelineshsv@yahoo.com

www.goodsearch.com
GoodSearch is a search engine
which donates 50% of it’s
revenue to the charities and
schools designated by its users.
It is a simple and compelling
concept. You use GoodSearch
just as you would any other
search engine...it is powered by

We are official members of the
Ebay and Mission Fish
Communities. Mission Fish
allows us to sell on Ebay with
reduced auction fees and it also
allows you (if you have an Ebay
account) to list and sell items

FOLKS WE CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT!!
Veterinarians we depend on...
	

	

 Alabama Veterinary Surgery, Decatur
	

 Animal Eye Center, Birmingham	

	

 Ardmore Companion
	

 Banfield, The Pet Hospitals
	

 Chase Animal Hospital
	

 Cornerstone Animal Hospital
The ‘Pooper Scooper’ Brigade...
	

 Doorstep, DVM
Thank you for keeping our cats happy and well
	

 Northway Animal Hospital
fed with clean kennels in our PetSmart
	

Adoption Center!!
Laurie Bergh
Yvonne Betowt
Winnie Boyd
Debbie Brabo
Dolores Burns
Dan Davis
Sarah Davis
Kathy DiMella
Heather Ertel
Patrick Fisk
Kathie Gurley

We Need You...
Your Time & Your Talents!!
Volunteer Opportunities Available:
Foster Homes
Pooper Scoopers
Website Creation and Maintenance
Grant Researcher and Writer
Adoption Counselors
Volunteer Coordinator
Colony Maintenance and Caregivers
Trapping Assistants

Arlene Hayner
Homer Hickam
Linda Hickam
Chele Hinds
Joan Holt
Gayle Lanter
Michelle Maroon
Laura Pederson
Margaret Stephens
Diane Townsend
Nathan Wienhoff

Our Forgotten Felines Contributors...Thank You!!
Adams, Glen
Alabama Framer
Ames, Margaret
Anderson, Roberta
Ansley, Connie
Ashman, Michele, DVM
Balaban, Barbara and Cary
Barborka, Joy
Barlow, Lou and Ron
Barron, Kathy and Bill
Baskin-Robbins Staff
Beasley, Gary
Bergh, Laurie and Rick
Berryhill, Sallie
Betowt,Yvonne and
Wayne
Biss, Scott
Black, David and Lisa
Blanton, Sherry
Bloyd-Hakila, Stefanie
Bottegal, Kathleen
Boyd, Winnie
Brabo, Debbie
Bradford, Brenda
Brooks, Lori
Brown, Dana
Brown, Jane
Brownlow, Don
Bruno, Carol
Burns, Dolores and
Randall
Citrano, Sam, DMD
Coleman, Lucy
Collins, Betty and Richard
Conrad, Cindy
Cornett, Lynne
Cramer, Richard
Crawford, Leanda
Dambman, Carol and
Bennett
Dame, Christi
Davenport, Shirley
Davis, Sarah and Dan
DeFiore, Judy
DiChiara, Dolores
DiMella, Kathy
Dimick, Nancy
Edmond, Rita and Rick
Ennis, Lorraine
Ennis, Shelby
Evans, Hilary
Filer, Donna
Fisk, Patrick

Frazier, Brett and Natalie
Furner, Patricia and Paul
Futoran, Gail
Garnder, Alice and James
Geier, Mary and Zane
Geoghegan, William
Glover, Suzanne and Tony
Godwin, Pamela and
Robert
Green, Jerry
Greene, Tracey Allyn
Greer, Amy
Gurley, Kathie
Hagler, Robbie
Hall, Christina and Steve
Hammonds, Alexander
and Virginia
Hanson, Derrick
Harless, Lee
Hartz, Richard
Hay, Richard
Hayner, Arlene and Ted
Haynes, Judy and Gerald
Haynes, Stephanie
Hendrix, Pam
Hennesey, Joyce
Hickam, Homer and Linda
Hinds, Chele
Hinkle-Johnson,Virginia
Holder, Darryl
Holt, Joan
Hopkins, Lisa
Hopple, Roxanne and
Mark
Hudson, Sharon and Tom
Javor, Ken
Johns, Stan and Pat
Jorgensen, Ashley and
Willis
Keel, Heather and Kris
Kenny, Mike
Killingsworth, Carroll and
Mara
King, Margaret
Kiss, Suanne
Kortekaas, Ani
Kransteuber, Barbara
Lanter, Gayle
Larch, Nancy and David
Larnerd, Nancy and
Herbert
Leber, Kathryn
Leggett, Kimberly

Lewis, Pat
Lowry, Russell and Karen
Lucero, Aubriana
MacCrone, Eve
Mahieux, Donna
Manjone, Theresa
Manning, Rachel
Marbut, Bethany
Marlow, Jeanne and Derek
Maroon, Karen and
Richard
Maroon, Michelle and
Michael
McCarthy, Claudia
McLendon, Jeff
McGill, Karen
McMullen, Jessica
McPherson, Cheryl
McPherson, Greg
Meacham, Joan
Miller, Patricia
Mohlere, Michael
Mohlere, Nancy and
Richard
Montgomery, Tamekia
Morris, Carol and Glenn
Moyers, Pat and Jerry
Mudgett, Rosemary
Myers, Susan
Newman, Minnie
Noe, Jason
Nolen, Sharon
O’Malley, Delia and Gary
Payne, Kimberly
Pederson, Laura and Dale
Peloquin, Cherrie
Penny, Lisa and Kevin
Peterson, David
Prince, Perry
Putman, Lisa
Reasoner, Jacqueline
Renfroe, Angela
Renshaw, Pam
Romeo, June and John
Roper, Sandra and Rich
Schaefer, Wayne and
Geneda
Scheutz, Gia and Douglas
Schofield, Dorothy
Schofield, Scott and
Elizabeth
Scrivner, Susan
Self, Elizabeth and Earle

Shelton, Deborah
Smith, Meryal
Spencer, Angelia
Stephens, Margaret and
Larry
Sutton, Julia
Tate, Kathy and James
Theiss, Tina
Towers, Charlotte
Townsend, Diane
Tucker, Chris
Turney, Cathey
Vann, Mary and Frank
Vereen, Mary
Walker, Anne
Webb, Amanda and Chris
Webb, Shirley and Charles
Weems, Brian
Weems, Dorothy
Westerfeldt, Robert and
Claudia
White, Amber
White, Susan
Wienhoff, Nathan
Willis, LaTonya
*Any omission is
unintentional!! Please
provide your name
for the next
newsletter

